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Sanitation and Hygiene Applied Research for 
Equity (SHARE)

• DFID-funded RPC

• Relevant and rigorous research to contribute to 
realising universal and sustainable access to safe 
sanitation and hygiene

• Research uptake central: communication of research 
and synthesis influences better sector decision-making 
and increased priority for sanitation and hygiene



What’s a Theory of Change (ToC)?

• DFID: useful framework to make explicit what 
kind of change an RPC is designed to achieve, 
how it will achieve that change, and how it will 
measure the degree of change

• Participatory, backwards mapping process that 
defines all the building blocks required to bring 
about a long-term given goal

• Based on assumptions about the change process
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Why use a ToC?

• Helps teams work together to develop and 
communicate a shared understanding

• Assumptions can be examined and challenged

• Realistic assessment of potential influence and 
impact and the plausibility of reaching their goal 
with time and resources available



SHARE’s ToC



Using ToCs to demonstrate impact

• Provides a template for evaluation and data collection

• E.g. how can we show that users have benefitted from 
our work/research?
o Pre and post assessments of users e.g. workshop feedback forms, case 

studies and qualitative research – speak to users and find out how 
research/outputs have influenced their work

o Direct observation of behaviour e.g. in global non-academic 
meetings/presentations/publications is our work cited

• Inferring impact: results consistent with expected 
theory and positive evidence for each element? If so, 
can make the case that your research has impacted!
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How well 
were your 
activities 
carried 
out?

Did they reach 
the intended 
audience?



SHARE’s experience – Inclusive WASH

• Guides formation of Outcome Mapping exercises
o Precise targets, concrete outcomes, measurable indicators & specific activities



Advantages for SHARE

• Demonstrates how particular actions resulted in 
certain outcomes

• Good for reporting to DFID (annual report), our 
Advisory Group (annual meeting) and interested 
stakeholders (newsletter, website)

• Working document that allows us to reflect on progress 
and amend activities accordingly



Limitations of ToCs

• Subjective – only reflect views of those in room

• Limits to what can be achieved by participatory 
planning processes for large projects – diversity of 
views

• Assumptions may not be explicitly captured in ToCs

• Simplicity may limit ToCs’ capacity to adequately 
represent complex projects  and only ever represent 
one combination of influences on outcomes

• Must not lose sight of opportunistic nature of 
influencing policy via such planning!
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Resources
• SHARE website: www.shareresearch.org
• Twitter: @SHAREresearch
• Sign up for our newsletter
• For further information on the Inclusive WASH project: 

http://shareresearch.org/Page/Detail/equity#Undoing inequity

http://www.clinks.org/support-evaluation-and-effectiveness/demonstrating-outcomes
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCMQFjAAahUKEwjtrPW_uofIAhUCXBQKHXONBa8&url=http://mande.co.uk/blog/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Decision-Trees-and-ToCs-Vs-20121227-NPW1-1.pdf&usg=AFQjCNGSsDALmB2IhFz8I5VkOvo2MDjMow&cad=rja
http://www.researchtoaction.org/what-dfid-want/
http://www.theoryofchange.org/what-is-theory-of-change/
http://www.shareresearch.org/
https://twitter.com/SHAREresearch
http://shareresearch.org/newslettersignup
http://shareresearch.org/Page/Detail/equity#Undoing inequity

